### CHINA: Lung Cancer Epidemiology Practice

**KURZBESCHREIBUNG**

In China, cancer distribution in the population is different from other countries. Due to deferred visit and diagnoses, cancer mortality rate in China is higher than the global average level. To reduce the incidence, increase the rate of early diagnosis, survival, as well as to promote the equalization of health service, researches on cancer epidemics has been carried out in China Medical University.

Main goals:
1. To improve students’ capacity of solving epidemiological problems.
2. To improve their abilities in public health practice.
3. To gain an insight in cancer prevention and control in China.

Outcomes:
Students are expected to improve their ability in public health practice and be familiar with the use of data analyzing softwares, such as SAS, SPSS, R, and excel. Besides they should be able to compare the differences between Chinese health system and their own systems. Lectures and trainings on Epidemiology will be provided. There are also seminars available to the students. Exchange students will be allowed to attend courses in the college with local students (available courses will depend on the date of exchange). The students will attend epidemiological practice like field investigations, data management, and data analysis.

**ORGANISATION**

IFMSA – China

Ort: Department of Epidemiology, China Medical University, Shenyang, China

**VORAUSSETZUNG**

- Vorklinik, Klinik
- [Exchange Conditions](#)

**KOSTEN**

Reisekosten

**DAUER**

4 Wochen, 8h/Tag
| SPRACHE       | Englisch  
|              | Chinesisch von Vorteil |
| PLÄTZE       | 1         |